
Blue-Eyed Owl Ring
Project R3004
Designer: Karlin Jones

With its antiqued silver plated owl face stamping and sapphire SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS rhinestone flatbacks, this trendy

owl-themed ring can be made in a few simple steps. 

What You'll Need

Antiqued Silver Plated Owl Face Stamping 24.5x20mm (1)

SKU: PND-10001

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Adjustable Ring With 16mm Pad For Gluing (4)

SKU: JR-1058

Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)

SKU: XTL-1054

Project uses 1 piece

Swarovski Crystal, 2058 Flatback Rhinestones Xilion No Hotfix ss20, 50 Pieces, Sapphire

SKU: SWF-42031

Project uses 2 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-4000] Beadsmith Bead And Pearl Knotting Tweezers

Instructions

The back of this owl stamping is hollow and the eye area protrudes out. Be sure to use enough glue on the flat back of your ring to ensure a secure fit. You

may also want to use a pair of chain nose pliers to flatten down the protruding eyes so the rhinestone flatbacks glue on flat.

1. Begin by adding a dime sized amount of glue onto the flat pad of your adjustable ring.

2. Take your owl stamping, flip it over, and place it onto the flat pad of your ring. Since the back of your owl face stamping is hollow, press your ring down
all the way into the glue until it is secure. If you feel as though more glue is needed, go ahead and add more. The glue will dry in the crevices of the owl
stamping.

3. Set your ring aside, facing up, until it is fully dry.

4. Next, add a small dab of glue onto the eyes of the owl stamping. Then using a pair of tweezers, gently glue on the Sapphire rhinestone flatbacks. 

5. Keep your ring facing up and set aside to dry.

6. Your ring is done. 
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